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The Scottish Ministers make the following Order in exercise of the powers conferred by 
sections 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 18 of the Light Railways Act 1896(a) and all other powers enabling 
them to do so. 

In accordance with section 2 of that Act, the Deeside Railway Company Limited made an 
application to the Scottish Ministers for the making by them of this Order. 

In accordance with section 7 of that Act, the Scottish Ministers are satisfied that its requirements 
in relation to the publication and service of notices and consideration of objections have been met. 

Scottish Ministers have considered the Order in accordance with section 9 of that Act. 

Citation and Commencement 

1. This Order may be cited as the Banchory and Crathes Light Railway Order 2012 and comes 
into force on 28th December 2012. 

Interpretation 

2.—(1) In this Order— 
“the Company” means The Deeside Railway Company Limited, a company limited by 
guarantee incorporated under the Companies Act 1985(b), company registration number 
SC241603, and having its registered office at Milton of Crathes, Banchory, Aberdeenshire 
AB31 5QH; 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1896 c.48 as amended by Section 68 of the Railways Act 1921.  The functions of the Minister under that Act vested in the 

Secretary of State for Transport by virtue of S.I. 1970/1681, 1979/571 and 1981/238.  The functions of the Secretary of 
State for Transport transferred to the Scottish Ministers in respect of the promotion and construction of railways in Scotland 
by virtue of the Scotland Act 1998 (Modification of Schedule 5) Order 2002 (S.I. 2002/1629).  In terms of section 22 of the 
Transport and Works (Scotland) Act 2007 (asp 8), no order under the 1896 Act is to be made by the Scottish Ministers on or 
after the day on which section 1 of the 2007 Act comes into force (28th December 2007).  Article 4(1) of S.S.I. 2007/517 
does, however, remove this restriction in a case where application for the order was made before that date. 

(b) 1985 c.6. 
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“the deposited plans” and “the deposited sections” mean respectively the plans and sections 
deposited in respect of the application for this Order with the Scottish Ministers and prepared 
in accordance with the Ministry of Transport (Light Railways) Procedure Rules 1927(a); 
“electronic communications apparatus” has the same meaning as in the electronic 
communications code; 
“the electronic communications code” has the same meaning as in Chapter 1 of Part 2 of the 
Communications Act 2003(b); 
“the former railway” means so much of the former railway referred to in Schedule 1 to this 
Order as is situated within the limits of deviation; 
“the limits of deviation” means the limits of deviation shown on the deposited plans; 
“the railway” means the railway authorised by article 3 and described in Schedule 1 to this 
Order including all lands and works relating thereto; 
“the zero point” means that point being the point of commencement of the railway specified in 
Schedule 1 to this Order. 

(2) Any enactment by which the construction and operation of the former railway was 
authorised shall have effect subject to the provisions of this Order. 

(3) All distances, lengths, measurements and directions stated in any description of powers or 
lands shall be construed as if the words “or thereby” were inserted after each such distance, length, 
measurement and direction, and distances between points on a railway shall be taken to be 
measured along the railway. 

The railway 

3.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Order, the Company may on lands owned by or leased 
to or licensed to the Company construct, make and maintain a railway as described in Schedule 1 
to this Order with all necessary works and conveniences connected therewith and work the same 
as a light railway under the provisions of the Light Railways Act 1896 and in accordance with the 
provisions of this Order. 

(2) The Company shall obtain all additional certificates and authorisations required for the 
operation of the railway from the Office of Rail Regulation in terms of the Railways and Other 
Guided Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006(c). 

Permitted deviation within limits 

4. In constructing or maintaining the railway the Company may— 
(a) deviate laterally from the lines or situations shown on the deposited plans within the 

limits of deviation shown on those plans; and 
(b) deviate vertically from the levels shown on the deposited sections— 

(i) to any extent not exceeding 3 metres upwards; and 
(ii) to any extent downwards as may be necessary or expedient. 

Application and incorporation of enactments 

5.—(1) The following provisions of the Railway Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845(d) 
so far as the same are applicable for the purposes of, and are not inconsistent with or varied by, the 
provisions of this Order, are incorporated with and form part of this Order:— 

Section 16 (Works to be executed); 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) S.I. 1927/196. 
(b) 2003 c.21. 
(c) S.I. 2006/599. 
(d) 1845 c.33. 
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Section 18 (Alteration of water and gas pipes, &c.); 
Section 19 (Company not to disturb pipes until they have laid down others); 
Section 20 (Pipes not to be laid contrary to Act of Parliament, and 18 inches surface road 
to be retained); 
Section 21 (Company to make good all damage); 
Section 22 (When railway crosses pipes, Company to make a culvert); 
Section 23 (Penalty for obstructing supply of gas or water); 
Section 60 (Works to be executed for the accommodation of adjoining lands); 
Section 68 (Penalty on persons omitting to fasten gates); 
Section 79 (Company to employ locomotive power, carriages &c.). 

(2) Section 5 (Penalty for avoiding payment of fare) of the Regulation of Railways Act 1889(a) 
shall apply to the railway. 

Transfer of rights and obligations to Company, etc. 

6. Except as may be otherwise provided in this Order, as from the date of coming into force of 
this Order— 

(a) the railway or any part of it shall continue to be subject to all statutory and other 
provisions applicable to the former railway at that date (in so far as they are still 
subsisting and capable of taking effect); and 

(b) the Company shall, to the exclusion of BRB (Residuary) Limited— 
(i) be entitled to the benefit of, and to exercise, all rights, powers and privileges relating 

to the former railway; and 
(ii) be subject to all obligations, statutory or otherwise, relating to the former railway (in 

so far as they are still subsisting and capable of taking effect), to the intent that BRB 
(Residuary) Limited shall be released from all such obligations. 

As to footpath and accommodation level crossings 

7.—(1) The Company may make and maintain the level crossings specified in Schedule 2 to this 
Order with all the necessary works and conveniences connected therewith. 

(2) The Company shall carry out and maintain such other works as may be necessary or 
expedient for the purposes of, in connection with, or in consequence of the construction of the said 
level crossings. 

Operation of railway, etc. 

8.—(1) The Company may operate and use the railway as a system, or part of a system, of 
transport for the carriage of passengers and goods. 

(2) Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), the motive power to be used on the railway shall be steam, 
diesel-electric, diesel, internal combustion, electric-battery or such other motive power as the 
Scottish Ministers may in writing approve. 

(3) Nothing in this Order shall authorise the use of electrical power as motive power on the 
railway unless such power is obtained from storage batteries or from a source of generation 
entirely contained in, and carried along with, the engines and carriages. 

(4) If electrical power is used as motive power on the railway, such electrical power shall not be 
used in such a manner as to cause, or be likely to cause, any interference with any electronic 
communications apparatus or with the use of such apparatus. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1889 c.57. 
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(5) Nothing in this Order, or in any enactment incorporated with or applied by this Order, shall 
prejudice or affect the operation of Part I of the Railways Act 1993(a). 

(6) The railway shall be operated on a gauge of 1.435 metres (four feet eight and one half 
inches). 

For protection of public gas suppliers 

9. Nothing in this Order shall prejudice or affect the rights of any public gas supplier within the 
meaning of Part 1 of the Gas Act 1986(b) in any apparatus belonging to them or for the 
maintenance of which they are responsible, or any structure for the lodging therein of apparatus, 
being any apparatus or structure situate under, over or upon lands in or upon which the railway or 
any part thereof is constructed. 

For protection of sewerage and water undertakers 

10. For the protection of sewerage and water undertakers (in this article referred to as “the 
undertakers”) the following provisions shall, unless otherwise agreed in writing between the 
Company and the undertaker concerned, apply and have effect: 

(a) in this article, “the relevant pipe” in relation to an undertaker means any mains sewer or 
water supply pipe passing under or through the railway; 

(b) the Company shall not raise, sink or otherwise alter the position of, or in any way 
interfere with, any relevant pipe without the consent in writing of the undertaker 
concerned, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld; 

(c) where any relevant pipe is situated in or under any land owned or held for the purposes of 
the railway the Company shall at their own expense maintain all culverts over such 
relevant pipe which are in existence at the coming into force of this Order so as to leave 
the relevant pipe accessible for the purposes of repairs; 

(d) where any relevant pipe is required to be diverted for the purpose of the construction of 
the new railway, the Company shall undertake such diversion at their own expense; 

(e) the Company shall afford reasonable facilities to the undertakers for the execution and 
doing of all such works and things as may be reasonably necessary to enable them to 
inspect, repair, maintain, renew, replace, remove, alter or use any relevant pipe; 

(f) nothing in this Order shall prejudice or affect the rights of the undertakers in respect of 
any relevant pipe or the provisions of any agreement regulating the relations between the 
Company and the undertakers with regard to any relevant pipe whether made before or 
after this Order comes into force; 

(g) any difference arising between the Company and the undertakers under this article (other 
than a difference as to its meaning or construction) shall be referred to and settled by 
arbitration as regulated by the Arbitration (Scotland) Act 1894(c). 

 
 
 
 
 ALASTAIR FYFE 
 A member of the staff of the Scottish Ministers 
St Andrew’s House, 
Edinburgh 
12th December 2012 
 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1993 c.43, as amended by the Transport Act 2000 (c. 38) and the Railways Act 2005 (c.14). 
(b) 1986 c.44. 
(c) 1894 c.13, which Act is prospectively repealed by the Arbitration (Scotland) Act 2010 but is currently in force for the 

purpose of statutory arbitration. 
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 SCHEDULE 1 Article 3 

THE RAILWAY 
A railway 3460 metres in length within the local government area of Aberdeenshire Council, 
partly on the same lines and levels as the former railway described in and authorised by the 
Deeside Railway Act 1852(a), commencing at a point adjacent to the Inverey fishing hut, 
Banchory (OS grid reference point 370954/795793) and terminating at a point 30 metres west of 
the centre line of the access road leading to the Milton of Crathes (OS grid reference 
point 374128/796234). 
 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1852 c.xi. 
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 SCHEDULE 2 Article 7 

FOOTPATH AND ACCOMMODATION LEVEL CROSSINGS 
1. Public footpath crossing located at a distance of 125 metres from the zero point giving access 

to a supermarket. 

2. Public footpath crossing located at a distance of 700 metres from the zero point giving access 
to Silverbank Caravan Park. 

3. Public footpath located at a distance of 1580 metres from the zero point giving access 
between West Lodge and the riverside path. 

4. Private vehicular crossing giving access to Birkenbaud Cottages at a distance of 2035 metres 
from the zero point. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This note is not part of the Order) 

This Order, made following an application by The Deeside Railway Company Limited (“the 
Company”), empowers the Company to construct, make and maintain a railway on lands owned 
by, leased or licensed to the Company. 

Article 2 makes provision as to interpretation. 

Article 3 authorises the Company to construct the railway which is described in Schedule 1 to the 
Order. It also makes clear that the Company must obtain any other certificates or authorisations 
required for the operation of the railway under the terms of the Railways and Other Guided 
Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006. 

Article 4 provides for the limits of deviation for the railway. 

Article 6 transfers the rights and obligations relating to the former railway from BRB (Residuary) 
Limited to the Company. 

Article 7 permits the Company to make and maintain level crossings specified in Schedule 2. 

Article 8 sets out the motive power to be used on and the gauge of the railway. 

Copies of the deposited plans and sections may be inspected at the following Scottish Government 
offices for a period of three months following the Order coming into force: 

Transport Scotland, Buchanan House, 58 Port Dundas Road, Glasgow G4 0HF; 
Victoria Quay, Edinburgh, EH6 6QQ; 
Marine Scotland, 375 Victoria Road, Aberdeen, AB11 9DB. 
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